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1. Introduction
Scratch is a programming environment developed by MIT (Massachusetts Institute
of Technology) based on iconographic symbols called “blocks” that enable the creation
of interactive stories, animations and games, as well as sharing our creations with other
Internet users.
Scratch makes autonomous learning easy and allows beginners to get immediate results
without having to know how to write code. In order to start writing programmes (scripts)
it is necessary to fit a number of graphical blocks together to form stacks.
Scratch is used all over the globe especially for introducing youngsters into the world of
programming, although it is also used by people of all ages in different environments such
as schools, museums and in their own homes. It can also be installed and redistributed
free of charge in any computer with Windows, Mac OSX or Linux.
You can download the Scratch Getting Started Manual here and you can find out more
information about Scratch at MIT’s own website http://scratch.mit.edu
The programme is free and its source code is available to the community facilitating the
creation of developments that allow us to interact with our environment and programme
a range of different external elements, such as mOway Smart City.
mOway Smart City is an educational resource that, together with the mOway robot,
helps students to understand the “smart city” concept”. It is a stimulating way of learning
a few notions about electronics and programming, as the results can be seen immediately.
Moreover, working with examples from real life (automatic activation of lights and barriers,
vehicle safety systems, etc.) helps students to comprehend and retain such concepts.
Working with Smart City, the mOway robot and Scratch multiply the possibilities of these
objects, generating an environment that combines exercises that bring together computer
programming and the real world and the programming of objects.
• A smart city is one which, thanks to information and communications
technologies, operates more efficiently, consumes less energy and is even
capable of managing itself autonomously.
• mOway Smart City sensors and actuators are programmable from
Scratch and can be read and controlled at all times.
• mOway Smart City allows students to simulate and understand examples taken
from real life in a practical manner, and to see how everyday elements operate,
such as lighting, energy management, the monitoring of a smart city and so on.
• mOway Smart City gives life to everything students programme on their
PCs, and help them to understand and assimilate concepts..
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2. Smart City – Scratch communications
Introduction
Smart City is controlled from the Scratch environment using a number of different
commands. A command is an order written in Scratch and sent to the city. When the
robot receives this order, it performs the action it has been ordered to carry out. For
example, if we want to turn on a lamp, we must write the “lampon” command in Scratch.
Within the commands there are a number of parameters that we identify as variables
in Scratch. When we want to turn on a lamp, we have 7 different levels of light intensity.
In order for the lamp to know at what intensity it must turn on, we must indicate this
through a variable. For this reason, before sending a command, we must update the
variable. When we execute this command, the lamp will turn on at the light level we have
established in the variable.

mOway Smart City also has a number of different sensors. A sensor is an electronic
device used to measure the conditions of the place in which it finds itself. For example,
presence sensors to detect objects that go past, a light sensor to detect whether it is
daytime or night time, a temperature sensor, etc. mOway Smart City sends the value from
its sensors to the Scratch environment on a continuous basis.

Variables
Commands

Sensors
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Both commands and variables as well as the values from the sensors are sent
through this connection. These messages are managed by means of the “mOway
Smart City Scratch” application, which connects Scratch and the Smart City.

Variables
Commands

Sensors
Commands
In the Scratch environment, commands are sent with the “send to all …” block.
This block sends the command corresponding to the “mOway Smart City” application,
responsible for sending this command to Smart City via USB connection.
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Before sending commands, it is necessary to establish the value of the variables associated
with the command, which are the light intensity value, the status of the barrier, etc.
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The following image shows how the commands operate:
1. Scratch sends a command, such as “turn on lamps”.
2. The “mOway Smart City Scratch” application receives this command and sends it
to Smart City via the USB connection.

Commands

Sensors
mOway Smart City sends the values read by its sensors on a continuous basis via
the USB connection. These values are received by the “mOway Smart City Scratch”
application, which in turn sends it to the Scratch environment. Once this information has
reached Scratch, we can see the values from the sensors thanks to the “value from the
sensor…” block.

Sensors
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In order to activate the communications system between the “mOway Smart City
Scratch” application and the Scratch environment it is necessary to enable the remote
sensor connections in Scratch. To do this, it is necessary to follow these steps:
1. Select the “Sensors” block group.
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2. Click (with the right-hand mouse button) on the block “value from the sensor”
and choose “permit remote sensor connections.

Once this has been done, the Scratch environment is ready both to send commands and
receive values from the sensors.
So that communications between Scratch and mOway Smart City can begin, it is necessary
to programme the robot and activate the “mOway Smart City Scratch” application.
To do this, see chapter “mOway Smart City Scratch” application. Step by step”.
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3. Lighting and Barrier
Introduction
mOway Smart City has two groups of elements that can be controlled via Scratch:
Lighting and Barrier. In the city there are up to 4 different lamps that can be controlled
individually. Each lamp has a white LED at the top and three decorative blue LEDs on the
post.

LED lamps
A LED is an electronic device similar to
a light bulb: when an electric current is
passed through a LED, it lights up. The
great difference between a LED and a
normal light bulb is that LEDs consume
much less energy. Moreover, LEDs last
longer and withstand vibrations better.
There are LEDs of different colours:
white, blue, red, green, etc.
Nowadays, we can see them everywhere. light bulbs, lamps, torches, TVs,
car headlights, etc.
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A normal light bulb is a little different due to the fact that most of the
electrical energy used to supply it (90%) is transformed into heat. Only 10%
of the energy is transformed into light.

In contrast, a LED does not heat up, taking greater advantage of the
energy used to supply it, transforming this into light.

As we saw above, in order to activate these
city elements, we must indicate the value
of a variable and then send a command
for the order to be executed. The following
table details the variables associated with
the lamp commands. Each lamp (from 1 to
4) has a variable for the light level of the
white LED and another variable for the blue
LEDs of the post.
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Variable

Description

Value

lamp1

Light level of lamp 1

0-7

lamp2

Light level of lamp 2

0-7

lamp3

Light level of lamp 3

0-7

lamp4

Light level of lamp 4

0-7

post1

Activation (in binary code) of the LEDs of the post of lamp 1

0-7

post2

Activation (in binary code) of the LEDs of the post of lamp 2

0-7

post3

Activation (in binary code) of the LEDs of the post of lamp 3

0-7

post4

Activation (in binary code) of the LEDs of the post of lamp 4

0-7

The LEDs on the post use binary code to turn on the LEDs in accordance with the value
taken by the post-variable. The coding of this available is shown below.
Value

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Post LEDs

Command

Description
The lamps update their status in
accordance with the lamp and post
variables
The lamps turn off irrespective of
the status of the variables
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Barrier
In order to control the barrier, the status variable we will use it is as follows:
Variable
barrier

Description

Values

barrier position

up-down

The barrier has a command:
Command

Description
The barrier moves to the position
indicated by the barrier variable

Exercise 3.1. Telecontrol
In this first exercise, we are going to operate the city controls. With the up and down
arrows, we will raise and lower the barrier and with the left and right arrows, we will raise
or lower the light level of lamp 1. With the space bar, we will turn off the lamp.
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To do this, we will use the Scratch block “when … key pressed”. The illustration above
shows the Barrier object with its associated programme.

We will control the lamp with the direction keys. With the right key, we will increase the
light level up to 7 and with the left arrow we will reduce it to zero. Should the light level
be zero the lamp costume will change to “Lamp Off” to indicate that the lamp is off.
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Exercise 3.2. Decorative lamp
In the following exercise we will use the lamp post as a decorative element. We will
gradually increase the value of the lamp variable to see how the LEDs change according
to the table presented in previous sections.
Value

Post LEDs

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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If we want to generate a sequence that only turns on one LED at a time, must repeat
the 1,2,4 sequence in the values of the post variable. To do this, we set up the programme
in the following way.

We multiply the post variable by 2 to generate the sequence 1, 2, 4 as 1 is the starting
value, 2*1 =2 and 2*2=4. When the value exceeds 4, and we place the starting value
again. The blue LED programme is as follows:
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What we have learnt
How to send commands from Scratch to control mOway Smart City.
How to set up the lamps and barriers in mOway Smart City.
How to represent the status change of lamps and barriers in Scratch.

New challenges
• You can add the control of more lamps in both exercises.
• You can change the sequence of the post variable in different ways.
• You can set up the “decorative” lamps so that they work in a synchronised rhythm or
so that each lamp can work out its “own rhythm”.

Check what you have learnt
1. What advantages do LEDs have over conventional light bulbs?
a) They give more light
b) They consume less energy
c) They are cheaper
2. Which block is used to send commands to mOway Smart City?
a) Send to all
b) Wait 1 second
c) When a key is pressed
3. Which variable controls the light intensity of lamp 1?
a) lamp1
b) post1
c) lampon
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4. Light sensor
Now we are going to introduce the “sensor” concept and focus upon the application and
use of one of these: the light sensor.
A sensor is an item that allows mOway Smart City to discover the world around it. It
works in a similar way to our own senses. Thanks to sensors, the city can discover its
environment. This allows it to turn on lamps when there is little light, lower the barrier
when a vehicle has crossed an area and there is the risk of a collision, etc.
A light sensor is a device that measures the amount of light in a location. For example,
in cars it can be used to turn on the lights automatically in tunnels or at nightfall. In a city,
it can be used to differentiate between day and night and to know when to turn on or turn
off the street lighting.
A sensor is a device capable of detecting physical or chemical magnitudes and
of transforming these into electrical signals. These electrical signals are read by the
Smart City’s microprocessor and are transformed and sent to Scratch as numerical
magnitudes for use in our programmes.
Light sensors have many applications in our
environment. For example, have you noticed that
mobile phone screens dim when we turn off the
lights? In this way it saves batteries and does so
thanks to the light sensor fitted in the Moway Smart
City.
In order to read the value from the sensors in the Scratch environment, we will use
the Scratch sensor block. In this case, in order to use the light sensor we must select the
“light sensor value” box.
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These are some of the new commands we will use in these Exercises:
Command

Description
Equivalent to a numerical value
between 0% and 100% of the light
level detected
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Exercise 4.1. Lamp activated by light sensor
In his first exercise we are going to implement a simple lamp control based on the light
sensor. When the lamp value drops 30%, the lamp and the post will turn on. The lamp and
the posts with their three LEDs will turn on at maximum power (level 7).
If, on the other hand, the light sensor is above 30%, the lamps will turn off. In both
situations, the lamp costumes will be modified to indicate in Scratch that both lamps are on
or off. When we detect a light level of under 30%, we will also change the scenario to a
“night” scenario.

As we said before, these events will occur when the light sensor detects a light level of
under 30%. When this occurs, it will send the “night” signal to all, so that the lamps turn
on and the scenario changes. If, on the other hand, the signal is above 30%, it will send
the “day” signal so that the lamps remain off and the “day” scenario is used.
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N.B.: In both situations, a 1-second wait is added to prevent the lamp from blinking when it
is being turned on or off in rapid succession when the light level is very close to 30%.
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Exercise 4.2. Lamp controlled by light sensor
In this Exercise we are going to programme Smart City to control the intensity level of
the light from the lamp in accordance with the average value in the mOway Smart City
light sensor. What is the aim of doing this? Mainly to save energy.
With this programme we will get the lamps to turn on with little light when it begins
to get dark and to increase their light level until they reach the maximum level when it is
completely dark.
When the lights falls below the 35% threshold, we will turn on lamps 1 and 2 with an
intensity proportional to the ambient light level. If the light level is between 30-35%, the
lamp will turn on with level 1; if it is between 30 and 25%, it will turn on at level 2 and so
on up to level 7 at a light percentage of between 0-5%.
To do this, we must create a mathematical rule that assigns these light intensity values
in accordance with the ambient light level.
Ambient Light

LED Intensity

>=35%

0 - off

34-30%

1

29-25%

2

24-20%

3

19-15%

4

14-10%

5

9-5%

6

4-0%

7

In order to obtain the adequate light level, we will need to assign the following value to
the lamp variable:

When the light sensor is at a light level of above 35%, the lamp changes its blue LEDs as in
the “Decorative lamp” exercise. When the light level is between 0 and 34%, the lamps turn
on with the appropriate light level and the post signal is established with all the LEDs on.
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When the green flag is pressed in the scenario programme, the programme variables
start at the adequate values and, as in the previous exercise, the scenario changes when
the day or night signal is received from the light sensor.
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Exercise 4.3. Energy saving in lighting
One of the energy saving opportunities in a city is, of course, lighting. One application
that allows us to obtain major energy savings is LED lighting.
Besides being the most efficient lighting source, the LED offers an additional advantage
and that is the fact that we can control the light intensity level, as we did in the previous
exercise, and, therefore, adjust the energy consumption to our requirements.
For example, in a city, the traffic both of pedestrians and vehicles drops as of a certain
hour. In these cases, by using LED lamps, we could reduce the lighting level of the
lamp to half. For example, after midnight, it is normal for pedestrian and vehicle traffic
to decrease. In this way, we maintain the lighting but at a lower level, obtaining major
energy savings as a result.
In this exercise, we will use the Scratch chronometer to reduce the lighting level of the
lamps for a time after night has fallen. In reality, this time would be a few hours but so
that we can see how it operates in the classroom, we will reduce this time to 60 seconds.

Command

Description
Equivalent to the chronometer value in
seconds that begins to operate once Scratch
has started. To measure time we can set it
to zero

Sets the Scratch chronometer to zero

On starting, the programme waits for the light sensor value to drop below 30. When
night comes (value under 30), the chronometer starts to count 60 seconds of dwell time
and then the lamps turn on at maximum intensity. When the 60 seconds have elapsed,
the intensity of the lamp is reduced and the programme waits for daylight to return with
a sensor value of more than 30.
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Exercise 4.4. Representing the sensor on
screen
In this exercise, we are going to use the mOway
Smart City light sensor as a recorder of the light
detected and we will paint the magnitude of the light
received in our scenario. We will also implement a
needle that indicates the level of light received.
Firstly, we will programme the operation of the
needle. To do this, we have created an object in the
form of an arrow that points to the left when its orientation is 0º. As the value of the
volume of the light sensor goes from 0 to 100, if we want the arrow to cover the complete
semicircle, we must multiply its value by 1.8 so that with a maximum light intensity
(100%), the arrow points to 180°.

The programme for this object in the shape of an arrow will simply vary the direction of
the arrow in accordance with the value of the light sensor (with the correction factor of
1.8 mentioned above).

To show the light level on screen, we will use the Scratch pencil function. It is The light
object will be moved over the screen with the pencil down, registering the lake level
received.
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When we press the green flag, we
establish the pencil colour and size.
Next, we enter a loop in which we first
erase the remains of previous pencil
marks and move the Light object to
the starting position (x=-235, y=0)
with the pencil up. Once in the starting
position, we lower the pencil and
gradually move the Light object
with the pencil down, on the X
axis, with the Light sensor values in
the Y axis until the right-hand edge
is reached. At this time, we erase the
screen and begin again at the starting
point. The result would be the one shown in the image below. Every time we update the
value from the light sensor, we also modify the pencil colour with the same value, red
tones to indicate little light and green tones as the light begins to increase.
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What we have learnt
What a Light sensor is and who it works.
How to read values from Smart City sensors.
How to use the light sensor to save energy in a city.

New challenges
• You can add the control of more lamps in the exercises.
• We can combine exercises 4.2 and 4.3 to obtain maximum energy savings in the city.
By controlling the lamps proportionally to the light and by changing the maximum light
(7 for the first hours of the night and level for those of the least traffic).
• The Scratch programme can be used to calculate how much energy is being saved and
therefore how much CO2 can be prevented from being emitted into the atmosphere.

Check what you have learnt
1. Apart from low energy consumption, what other advantage do LEDs offer?
a) Light intensity can be controlled
b) They are larger
c) They are cheaper
2. Which block which you place for Scratch to wait for one minute?
a)

b)

c)
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5. Presence Sensors
In this new chapter we are going to concentrate on the presence sensors of mOway
Smart City. They are infrared sensors consisting of a LED emitter (such as those seen
above) and a receiver. Unlike the previous ones, these LED emitters emit a non-visible
light, infrared light.
Infrared light emitters and receivers have multiple applications in the world we
live in. A very common use is in TV remote controls. They are also used for short
distance communications between computers and peripheral devices.

Infrared is also used in night vision equipment, surveillance video or, for example,
in rescue equipment when there is an absence of light.
Another of the common uses of these sensors is to detect obstacles. For example,
these sensors are used in the doors of garage lifts to detect when a person or car
is passing through to prevent the doors from closing on them.

mOway Smart City’s two line sensors are made up of an infrared LED transmitter and an
infrared receiver. They use the reflection of infrared light to detect the presence of nearby
objects.
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As we have stated before, sensors convert
physical magnitudes into electrical signals.
In this case, the amount of infrared light
received, which depends on the distance
and size of the obstacle, is converted
into an electrical signal which is read
by the mOway Smart City microprocessor
and sent to Scratch.
The light emitted by the LEDs strikes
against the objects in front of the
sensor and is reflected towards the
receivers. If the receivers detect infrared
return beams, this will mean that there is
an obstacle in front of the sensor. In this
case, the infrared light received is converted into an electrical signal which is read by the
mOway Smart City microprocessor and sent to Scratch in accordance with the nearness
and size of the object, representing with a value of about 0 the absence of any obstacle
and an increasing number of up to 100 in the presence of obstacles.
In order to read the value from the sensors in the Scratch environment, we will use the
Scratch sensor block. In this case, we have two presence sensors, one connected to CON2
and another to CON4 on the mOway Smart Board.
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These are some of the new commands we will use in these Exercises:
Command

Description
Equivalent to a numerical value between 0 and
100, 0 being the absence of obstacles and 100
the maximum obstacle threshold detected in the
presence sensor of CON2
Equivalent to a numerical value between 0
and 100, 0 being the absence of obstacles
and 100 the maximum obstacle threshold
detected in the presence sensor of CON4
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Exercise 5.1. Presence sensors
In this exercise we are going to represent the value of the presence sensors on screen
as we did in the case of the light sensor in the previous exercise. In this case, we have
two magnitudes to represent on screen, for which reason we must fit them on the X
axis so that they can be represented.
It will be necessary to create four objects by moving around the screen with the pencil
down, to represent the magnitudes of the sensors.

The X_position variable is shared by all the objects and so the two graphs are
represented at the same time. The 2 programmes of the 2 objects, which are very similar
to each other, are shown below. Only the “zero” position of each sensor on the Y axis and
the pencil colour are modified and we only increase the x-position variable on the first of
the objects.
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Exercise 5.2. Automatic lighting
In the following exercise, we are going to use the presence sensor to detect the traffic
of cars or people and in this way activate the street lighting only when it is necessary. In
this way, we will obtain huge energy savings in our city.
In order to develop this programme, we have created four objects: Car, Lamp, Sensor
and Light.

The main object that will activate the others is the sensor. When the presence sensor
detects an object passing in front of it, it will send the “detected” signal to all of them and
at this time the car will appear beside the sensor and begin to move away while the sound
of a car driving away can be heard.

When the car receives the “detected single”, it will appear opposite the sensor and begin
to drive away into the distance while the sound of a car driving way is played.
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The values of “repeat 85”, “change and for 3” and “change size for -1” were obtained
by trial and error until the result was similar to that of a car driving away as the sound is
reproduced.
When lamps 1 and 2 receive the “detected” signal, these turn on for three seconds,
reproducing a sound and changing their costume.
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The flash of light (Light) appears for three seconds while the lamp is lit.

Exercise 5.3. Automatic barrier
In this exercise, we are going to use the city barrier to control traffic and prevent collisions
between vehicles. On reaching the city roundabout, we will give way to the vehicle coming
from the right. In this way, when presence sensor 2 detects a passing vehicle it will lower
the barrier to prevent other vehicles from entering the roundabout from the left.
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In this exercise, we have two objects: the Presence Sensor 2
and the barrier. When the presence sensor detects an object is
about to enter the roundabout, it will send a “detected signal” to
lower the barrier and not allow another vehicle to enter.

In the case of the barrier, when starting the programme we will check that the barrier
is raised. When it receives the “detected” signal generated by the sensor, it lowers the
barrier for two seconds and then raises it again.
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Exercise 5.4. Speed radar
In this exercise, we are going to implement one of the new “section radars” that are
being installed on our roads. These radars operate by measuring the time that a car takes
to pass between two specific points. To calculate the speed of the car it uses the following
formula:
speed = space ⁄ time
For example, if the two radar points are 15 km apart and a car takes 15 minutes to cover
the distance:
speed = (15 km) ⁄ (1/4 hour)
The speed of the vehicle would be 60 km/hour. If the average speed of the road is lower
than the speed obtained in the vehicle, the vehicle would be penalised with a fine and for
this reason a photograph is taken of it.

In this exercise, we will make use of the mOway Robot and Smart City at the same time
(the mOway robot is not essential). To do this, both control programmes must be running:
mOway Scratch and mOway Smart City Scratch.
The exercise has 5 objects. The two presence sensors that will count the time mOway
takes to pass between one point and the other; the camera that will emit the sound of the
photograph when the maximum permitted speed is exceeded, the flash that will appear
when the photograph is taken
and the mOway robot whose
speed we can control by using the
“speed” variable and which will
appear on screen when detected
by the first of the sensors.
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The Sensor object will begin the exercise. When it detects an object passing in front of
it, it will send the “detected” signal and wait for the other objects to process this.

When Sensor2 receives the “detected” signal, it restarts the chronometer and waits
until the vehicle passes in front of the sensor. When this occurs, the chronometer value is
stored in the time variable and is compared to the time established as the minimum time
not to be subject to a fine. If the time is lower, the photo signal is sent to the camera and
to the flash and the costume changes to “Sensor Speed”.
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When it receives the photo signal, the camera emits the sound of a photographic camera
and goes “click!!” for two seconds. In the case of the flash, this is shown for the two
seconds of the photo.

In the case of mOway, on the one hand, when the programme starts to run, we begin
to follow the line with a starting speed of 30. By changing the speed variable slider on the
scenario, we will update the speed of mOway between 0 and 100, once a second.
On the other hand, when sensor 1 detects mOway’s presence, this is shown on the
scenario at his position and moves along the road while it reduces in size and reproduces
the sound of a car driving away. Finally, mOway hides itself when it is situated more to the
right of the camera (on the X axis).
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N.B.: Observe that we make mOway point in direction 75. This is necessary so that when
travelling with the “move 2 steps” movement it does this according to the orientation of
the road.
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What we have learnt
How infrared sensors work.
In what real applications these are used.
How to use infrared sensors to detect presence.
How to measure the speed of a vehicle using presence sensors.

New challenges
• In the automatic lighting exercise, you can also add the condition that the lamp only
turns on when there is a presence and it is at night.
• In the radar speed, you can add traffic signs indicating the speed. By changing the
speed you can tell mOway to slow down in order to avoid a fine.

Check what you have learnt
1. In what application are infrared sensors used?
a) On the door of a hotel
b) On the door of a lift
c) In a music concert
2. How many presence sensors are required in order to measure the speed of a vehicle?
a) 1
b) 2
c) 3
3. What is the minimum time it should take to travel 10 km in a car along a section
where the speed is limited to 100 km/hour?
a) 10 minutes
b) 6 minutes
c) A quarter of an hour
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6. Temperature sensor
In this new chapter we are going to concentrate on the mOway Smart City temperature
sensor. The temperature sensor is based on a thermistor.
A thermistor is a resistive temperature sensor. Its operation is based on the
variation in the resistivity exhibited by a semiconductor with temperature. The
term “thermistor” comes from Thermally Sensitive Resistor.
Its main application is to measure ambient
temperature or of a number of elements.
Besides measuring ambient temperature,
temperature measurement is a critical aspect
of many industrial processes or in the products
we use on a daily basis. For example, cars
have many temperature sensors to control the
temperature of the engine, the oil, the petrol
tank, and so on.

90
50

130
ºC

Our mobile phones also have this kind of sensor to control
the temperature of the terminal so that it does not overheat,
causing serious damage to the phone.

In order to read the value from the sensors in the Scratch environment, we will use the
Scratch sensor block. In this case, we have a temperature sensor connected to CON5. The
light sensor is also connected to this connector, and so we will not be able to connect both
sensors at the same time.
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These are the new commands we will use in these Exercises:
Command

Description
Returns the temperature in degrees
Celsius measured by the sensor
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Exercise 6.1. Temperature sensor
In this exercise we are going to programme a panel that will provide us with information
about the temperature. We will also modify the scenario in accordance with the temperature
from a sunny day to snow.

The scenario may change the program depending on the degrees.
Scenario

Degrees

Sunny day

25 ºC

Cloudy day

20-25 ºC

Rainy day

15-20 ºC

A day of snow

< 15 ºC
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On the other hand, we will place a point at the centre of the temperature display with
the Scratch command “tell” and the temperature in degrees Celsius.
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Exercise 6.2. Information panel
In this exercise, we are going to programme an information panel used in cities to show
the time and temperature alternately. First, it will be necessary to “adjust” the clock. To
do this, the programme will ask us what time it is now.

To ask us the time, Scratch uses the “ask and wait” command. The value we give
Scratch is kept in the “response” sensor.
Command

Description
Scratch asks us detailed information in
the text field and keeps the data in the
“response” sensor
The user writes this data when asked
a question

In this programme, we will have seven objects: four characters, two points for the
time, the degrees symbol and the mode change button.
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Within the scenario programme, we will include the time adjustment question and the
clock programming. The clock basically counts groups of 60 seconds and adds a minute
each time this occurs. If the number of minutes reaches 60, an hour is added and when
the hours reach 24, it returns to zero.
When the time response is obtained, the “start” signal is sent for the clock-thermometer
to begin operation. The thermometer will show the time for 5 seconds and the temperature
for 5 seconds, alternately. To show the time, we will send the message “showtime” to all
the characters and to show the temperature, we will send the message “showtemp”.

With the mode button we can select whether we want to see the temperature in degrees
Celsius or Fahrenheit. The conversion from degrees Celsius to Fahrenheit is as follows:
Fahrenheit = Celsius * 1,8+32
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In the second digit, we will show the second time digit or the first temperature digit as
long as the temperature is under 100. To show the second time digit we will use the “mod”
command.
Comnand

Description
This “Operators” command returns the
remainder of the division between the first
and second parameter

For example

it will return a value of 4 as 34 /10 = 3 with a remainder of 4.

We will use this command to get the second time digit and in this way show the
corresponding costume. If the time is 16, the operation “16 mod 10” returns 6 which is
the value of the costume equivalent to number 6.
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In the case of the temperature, for example, for a
temperature of 25°C, the number to be shown would be 2,
which we would get from:
temp - thefirstdigit(temp) = temp-temp mod 10
10

10

In the first number, if the temperature is shown, we will
show a “1” if the temperature is over 100. This can only occur
for degrees Fahrenheit as the temperature sensor returns
values of between 0 and 100°C Celsius.
To show the first number of the time, we will apply the
same logic as in the case of a second temperature digit.
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The number 3 will show the last temperature digit or the first minutes digit.

Finally, the number 4 will show alternately the last minutes digits or in the case of
temperature, a C when the mode is “Celsius” or an F word to be “Fahrenheit”.
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The two points will be shown when the time is shown and the degrees symbol when the
temperature is shown.

The result will be to show the temperature and time alternately every 5 seconds.
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What we have learnt
How a temperature sensor works (thermistor).
In what real applications it is used.
How to represent numerical values by changing the costume in Scratch.
How to programme a digital watch.

New challenges
• Try to change the stage not only with temperature but also with the time of the day
changing between day and night
• You can program messages according to the temperature as “Remember to drink
liquids” in the days of extreme heat or “Pay attention to the road conditions” on cold days.

Check what you have learnt
1. What characteristic varies according to the temperature in a thermistor?
a) The colour
b) The resistance
c) The weight
2. How many degrees Fahrenheit are the equivalent of a temperature of 20°C?
a) 72
b) 68
c) 62
3. What result would this operation return?
a) 3
b) 1
c) 0
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7. End-of-course project
As an end-of-course project, one can develop an exercise with all the elements operating
at the same time. An example application might be:
• Lamps 1 and 2 turn on due to the presence detected in sensor 1, provided that the
light sensor detects that the light has faded.
• Presence sensors 1 and 2 operating like a radar unit.
• Barrier activated by presence sensor 2 to avoid collisions.
• Lamp 3 operating with a light level proportional to the level of darkness detected

In this final exercise, we will have 9 programmable objects listed in the following
graphic:
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All the programmes are a combination of the previous exercises, in some cases with
slight modifications. The barrier is raised at the beginning of the programme and lowers
when it receives the “detected” signal generated in Presence sensor 2.
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The Presence sensor 2 programme generates the signal “detected2” when it detects
an object and runs the programme seen in the radar unit when it receives the “detected”
signal generated in Presence sensor 1.
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The Presence 1 sensor generates the “detected” signal when it observes an obstacle.
This “detected” signal is used by lamps 1 and 2 to turn on automatically and proportionally
to the light sensor. The lamp post values are modified continuously as a decorative lamp,
as shown in exercise 3.2.
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The light sensor changes its appearance in accordance with the amount of light received
and lamp 3 turns on with a light value and post value proportional to the light level. If the
light level is over 35%, the lamp will stay off.
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The mOway robot follows the line at a speed determined by the “speed” variable and
the camera and flash elements are controlled in the same way as in the radar application.
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8. Annex I: Smart City – Scratch.
Step by step
Assembling Smart City
The Smart city is formed by the following sets of main elements (the elements included
vary in accordance with the pack):
• Controller card
• Board
o 4 pieces
• Devices with wiring
o Sensors
o Barrier
o Lamps
• Devices without wiring
o Tunnel
o Chicane
o Traffic signs
The city is assembled in the following order:
1. Board
2. Assembly of devices with wiring
3. Assembly of devices without wiring
4. Connection of controller card to the computer
Board
The board is used as the base for Smart City. It is assembled on circular supports (on
each of the 4 parts of the board):
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Each Smart City element must be placed in a specific position so that it can operate
correctly. The positions corresponding to the elements on the board are shown below.

Sensors and barrier
Both the sensors and the barrier must be connected to USB-miniUSB cables. Once the
board has been assembled on the supports, proceed as follows:
1. Insert the device (sensor or barrier):

2. miniUSB end of the cable to the device (underneath the board):

3. Connect the USB end of the cable to the controller board:
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The Presence 1 sensor is connected to CON2 of the mOway Board, Presence sensor
2 is committed to CON3 and the barrier is connected to CON1.

The barrier sThe barrier will be placed in the hole marked in redand the Presence
sensors in the hole marked in blue and green. These sensors are the same but Scratch
will identify the one connected to CON2 as Presence Sensor 1 and the one connected to
CON4 as Presence Sensor2.
The 1 sensor which controls when the lamps are switched on is placed in the hole
indicated so that it is situated between these.
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The Light sensor is placed in the position indicated in red, away from the lamps, so that
their light does not interfere with its operation. The light sensor can be identified by the
brown electronic component. See image below:

The Temperature sensor is placed in the position indicated in green. The light sensor can
be identified by the black electronic component. See image below:
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Lamps
The lamps can be placed in any of the holes indicated in the image.

The lamps are assembled as follows:
1. Insert the first lamp.
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2. Connect the miniUSB end of the cable to the lamp (underneath the board).

3. Connect the cable by the USB end to the controller board.
N.B.: the lamp can only be connected to connector CON3/I2C on the board.

4. Connect the USB connector of the first lamp to the miniUSB connector of the
second lamp.

2º
1º

5. L5.
The third lamp is connected as described above. This is plugged into the
USB connector of the base of the second lamp. Similarly, the fourth lamp would be
connected to the USB connector of the base of the third lamp.
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The sensor and actuator connections would be as follows:
Element

Controller board port

Barrier

CON1

Presence Sensor 1 (lamps)

CON2

Lamps

CON3 / I2C

Presence Sensor 2 (crossing)

CON4

Light sensor / Temperature sensor

CON5

Tunnel
The tunnel is placed on the corresponding holes indicated in the following picture.
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Chicane
The barriers of the chicane can be placed in any area around the circuit. However, the
chicane can be detected better in the area indicated in the following picture:

Traffic signs
The traffic signs can be placed anywhere on the circuit. However, it is recommended
to place them in specific areas (the “Turn on lights” signal at the tunnel entrance, the
“Chicane” signal before the chicane, etc.).
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mOway Board
Once all the devices have been connected to the input ports on the controller board
(CON1, CON2, CON3, etc.), the board is connected to the computer by means of a USB
– miniUSB cable. On some occasions, and depending on the PC connected, it may be
necessary to also connect the second USB port /type B to the PC, especially if we observe
that the barrier does not move as it should.

Smart City Scratch
For mOway Smart City and Scratch to communicate with each other, it is necessary
to launch the “SmartCity Scratch” application that acts as an interpreter between both
programmes.
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EIt is important to ensure that the application is in the same language to be used in
order to programme Scratch (in this case, English). Language – English.

Select the COM port corresponding to the controller board. Normally, only the one
connected to the board appears.
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Press the “Programme” button and wait a few seconds until the “Download complete”
message appears.

Then open the Scratch projects folder for mOway Smart City.

Open the “English” folder and open the “SmartCity_Lighting.sb” programme.
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Go back to the window of the “SmartCity Scratch” application and press the “Connect” button.

If the connection between mOway Smart City and Scratch is correct, the arrows will join
in green.
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9. Annex II: list of commands
Command

Description

The lamps update their
status in accordance with the
lamp and post variables

The lamps turn off
irrespective of the status of
the variables

The barrier moves to the
position indicated by the
barrier variable

